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$topp1qjt ofl Jater $uppl)l h~t ~nrhor ~~t, 
Nove:tn loer ::2::2:nd., :LSSO. 

Engineering Department, Sewerage and Water Works. 

SAINT JoHN, N. B., Dec. 13th, 1880. 

EDWARD E. LOCKHART, EsQ., 
Chairman Commissioners Sewemge and Water &~pply: 

DI!AR SIR,-On Monday evening the 22nd ultimo, the supply 
of water to the City and Town of Portland suddenly ceased. 1 
was sitting in my Office at the time (6 P. M.,) and had my at
tention drawn to the trouble by the ringing of the pressure alarm. 

Immediate steps were taken to ascertain the cause. Some of 
the men had left the pipe yard for home, but not all, and those 
that remained were sent out in haste to bring back the others at 
once. As soon as they returned orders were given to have every 
su:spected place searched for leakage, as this was supposed to be 
the cause of the failure. Parties were sent out almost simul
taneously to all the low lying parts of the City and Portland and 
along the main pipe line ; and at 10.1 ii P. M., Mr. Walker re
turned with the alarming intelligence that there was no water 
entering the Gate House at Little River, and that the latter as 
well as the culvert leading thereto appeared to be choked with ice. 

This was a new experience in connection with our works and a 
greatly more serim:p;; on(3 than il>P. ordinar! break. The night wa.s 
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intensely cold and a violent gale was blowing from the Northwest. 
The clanger from fire in the Uity on such a night was great and 
the resl~lt, with no water but such as was held in the Leinstor 
street reservoir, was fearful to contemplate ; and there was the 
additional danger of the soft icc or " frasil" in the Gate House 
and culvert becoming solidified and cutting oft' the supply for an 
indefinite pe1·iod. Prompt action was imperatively necessary at 
cn•ry J·isk and cost. 

Early in the evening I notitit>cl the Uhief Engineer of the :Fire 
Depal'tment of the failure of the su,pply and in concert with him 
arranged to hold the water in the Leinster street reservoir for the 
protection of the "Block House" summit and a radius of say 
1200 to 1500 feet therefrom. The stop cocks to meet this 
emergency wer~ adjusted while search was being made for the 
cause of the stoppage. And here I may repeat what I have 
said on other occasions, that the water held in the reservoir is only 
valuable as a supplemental supply, in its own vicinity, and wou].] 
not have been adequate to fill the empty pipes and furnish any 
continuous supply for fire purposes had such been required on the 
night in question : the requirements of the city h11ve so far out
grown (during the last 43 years) its greatest capacity. 

The neccessary tools and appliances were collected at once and 
conveyances found for the men. By midnight the work of clean
ing had commenced; :1nd by 2 A. M. the inflow from the culvert had 
perceptibly increased. This gave encouragement to the men and the 
work of clearing was prosecuted with renewed vigor. The inflow 
continued to increase, and by 8 A. M. the greater part of the Gate 
House ice was gone and the freezing cold water which appeared 
to fill the culvert and Gate House well, had been displaced by 
warmer currents from under the ice covered parts of the reservoir. 

Om City has been supplied with Lake and River water for 
fully forty-three years (13 from Lily Lake and i!O from 
Little River,) and this is the first instance, during the whole of 
that time, of trouble arising from "anchor ice." The probable 
physical circumstances or causes which led to the interruption will 
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be noticed more fully hereafter, but in the mean time it may be 
well to place on record the measures taken to overcome the cliffi
culty and keep the masses of soft fib1·ous ice, in the culvert a.ncl 
Gate Houst•, from solidifying. 

The first step taken was to open the gate on the inlet end of the 
culvert to its fullest capacity; next to remove the strainers from 
their phwes, in the centre of the Gate House, and lastly to open 
the gates or stop cocks on the 24 inch emergency or flushing pipe, 
which leads from the bottom of the 1·eceiYing chamber. This 
pipe it may be remarked was placed in 18B8-twenty-two 
years ago-with a Yiew to empty thA Gate House well, or the 
reservoir itself if need wet·e, and to meet any othe1· emergency 
which might arise, requiring for safety a speedy withdrawal of 
the water or a quickening of the current for flushing purposes. 
The effect was not npparent for some time, but ultimately it be
gan to shew, and by 2 A. ~r. (2Rrd) the greater part of the softer 
icc in the western diYision, or outlet side of the Gate House, 
(marked A on accompanying plans, sheet 1 and ~), had disappear
ed and the water had gained sufficient strength and 1·olume to 
rise to the Oity supply main (B) which iil placed about 9 feet 
above the bottom of the well. 

Tht>re wa.s still, however, a large r1nantity of ice in both chamLer:o. 
In the western or outlet one, it clung tenaciously to the walls and 
gate rods and floated in soft spongy masses in thfl inlet or eastern 
chamber, making the water thick and slushy. After an hour's 
trial it became apparent that something more had to be clone to 
quicken the velocity and restore the works to their noniJal con
dition. 

The flushing gates were agai1~ opened and all the inflowing 
watir allowed to run off as quickly as it came. This of course had 
a wearing action on the soft ice and the inflow began again to 
increase. While this was going on a stage was made and a man 
lowered into the western or lower well (A) of the Gate House to 
cut an opening in the planking (aa) which held the frame work 
of the strainers and divided the Gate House into two cornpart-
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ments. This was a work of some difficulty and danger, but it was 
accomplished without an accident of any kind occuring, and the 
result was satisfactory in every particular. As the aperture was 
enlarged the inflow increased, and finding ready egress from the 
bottom of the well the velocity became sufficiently rapid to destroy 
or carry out the ice from the upper chamber, wher'l it had lingered 
longest, as well "'s from the culvert : and ultimately bring, as 
a.lready noticed, a warmer body of water to the Gate House. 
This latter result was manifested by a thin Yapor which rose from 
the water and from the man engaged in cutting the hole return
ing to the surface in a lather of sweat, as if he had been working 
in a summer temperature. 

As the danger was now (7 A. )f.) past, the stop cocks on the 
emergency pipe were sufficiently closed to allow the water to rise 
to its usual height in the Gate House, and the work of refilling 
the mains begun. This was a work that required time and care. 
By 9 A. )I. the leading and distributing pipes were filled to 
the contour of Elliott Row, and by midday the greater part of 
the City and Town of Portland was supplied. It took a consider
able time, however, to get the air fully expelled from the mains, and 
in consequence of this and the heavy drafts made in the lower 
districts for flushing and other purposes, the supply did not reach 
the summits with its usual force until late in the night, say 24 to 
30 hours from the time it was cut off. 

I have been particular in relating minutely «ll the circum
stances of our experience on this occasion, that they may become 
matter of record (Lnd possibly assist in shewing how to deal with a 
like occurence again, should such another trial unfortunately come 
to us. In discovering it, if possible, in its incipiency and in lead
ing to the adoption of measures fitted to mitigate, as far as prac
ticable, the evils which spring from such visitations-to avert the 
danger altogether or reduce it to a minimum. 

To do this some knowledge is required of the nature of "frasil," 
"ground" or "anchor ice"-it is known by all the three names
and the conditions under which it is formed, It is well known to 
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millmen and others, through its frequent interference with gates 
and flumes, and in rarer instances to managers of water works 
through the sudden interruptions it ca-uses at times to their daily 
supply. Among scientists, however, there is a wide difference of 
opinion as to the causes or natural laws which call it into being 
and place it often where it is least expectf'cl, as happened in our 
own experience. 

The only Water Works that I know of on this Ctlntinent that 
have been subject hitherto to serious visitations from anchor ice 
are those of Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit and Montreal-the two 
last especially, but in different forms. 

In the winter of 1868-69 two interruptions occurred to the 
water supply of Chicago from this cause, by the last of which the 
" entire gateways were obstructed by 'anchor ice.' " The supply 
was cut off from the tunnel, and before the ice could be removed 
and matters restored to their usual condition the reservoirs were 
emptied and the whole city was out of water for nearly three (3) 
hours. For several clays in January 1878 similar trouble was ex
perienced at the crib, which form3 the inlet to both tunnels; and 
so serious have these interruptions become that plans are being 
devised to ensure a supply for fire purposes chiefly, should both 
tunnels fail to furnish their usual daily supply. And so immin
ent and constant is t:B.e danger supposed to be that two men and 
sometimes tlwee are engaged during the winter season in keeping 
the gateways clear of ice : and "besides this a tug is kept all 
winter long" near the mouth of the 1·iver ready to start (for the 
crib) in very shor-t notice with whatever may be needed." 

CLEVELAND, Ohio, had in 1873, a similar experience to ours, 
hut on a larger and more protracted scale. During a hel\vy wester
ly gale which prevailed, while ice was forming rapidly in the 
vicinity of the inlet to the aqueduct which supplied the pump 
wells, the water was observed to be unusually low, but as this had 
been observed on several occasions before no particular notice was 
taken of the fact until the following night, when it had fallen 



away to such an extent that one pump only could be kept going 
at one-fourth of its speed. This led to inquiry. 

An examination was made of the aqueduct " and it was discov
ered that from the inlet for the distance of eight hundred (800) 
feet inland it was filled with fine particles of icP, which 
when taken out had the appearance of coarse snow." And about 
tkirty hours elap~ecl before the ice was removed and the supply 
restored. 

This was the only time there had been trouble from ice at the 
iHlet aqueduct since the establishment of the works 20 years be
fore, and as in our case was a new experience and a gr\)at surprise 
to all concerned. Shortly after this their new lake tunnel was 
completed and I do not know that any further trouble has been 
experienced since. 

DETROIT has had equal if not greater trouble than Chicago, 
and is not sure yet of being wholly free from it. There as in 
other places the visitations have been intermittent and irregular
depending largely on the thermal chamcter of the season and the 
force and direction of tho winds. The water for the supply of 
this city is taken from Detroit River, and was led to the settling 
reservoir (previous to 187f>) by 290 fe~t of 36 inch wrought iron 
pipe, the inlet orifice of which was twenty-five (25) feet below the 
surface of the water. Since 187 f.i the point of intake has been 
changed, for sanitary reasons, and the. water is now conveyed to 
the settling basins through eleven lmndred (llOO) feet of GO inch 
wrought inm pipe. I am not a\ntre of any trouble having been 
experienced as yet with this new pipe, but with the old 36 inch 
one the interruptions were frequent and serious, though earnest 
etlorts had been made to prevent the formation or rather the ag
gregation and adhesion of the ice to the inlet strainers and frame 
work by which they were snstainecl ancl protected. 

As far back as 1866 the water commissioners of Detroit <<pplied 
to Professor Douglas, of Michigan University, to see if science 
could devise a cure, or mther a preventive of this winter trouble, 
awl after a patient investigation of the physical conditions that 



usualiy acCdn1pany the formation of the anchor icc he came to thd 
conclusion that it was chiefly due to radiation, and advised a,c

cordingly, with a view to test the accuracy of his theory, the 
mooring of a raft above the inlet end of the pipe. This ho sup
posed woulLl arrest the radiant heat and prevent its escape in the 
same way as plants a,ml flowers are protected by thin coverings 
from the effects of early frosts. 

In the following year the committee in charge of the works had a 
line of booms placed, as advised by Professor Douglas and firmly 
held in sit'Lt <Jver the inlet pipe until the ice formed ; but the hopotl 
for results did not follow. By the aiel of divers a submerged plat
form was then placed over the strainers in the hope of stopping 
the supposed radiation, but this too failed and instead of abating 
the oYil the stoppages took place at a higher temperature. than 
ever. 

During one of the frequent interruptions which took place the 
committee induced one of their divers to go down to the inlet pipe 
and examine its condition and surroundings. The intense cold 
prevented him hom remaining long, but he was there long enough 
to discover that the inlet pipes and strainers, with their surround
ing spile3 was one mass of ice particles, collected into a mound 
some ten feet high and about fifteen feet in diameter; and that 
large quantities of minute crystal of ice were rapidly passing and 
adding to the mass already collected. Specimens of the ice were 
brought to the surface in a bag. It was in sheetq and particles 
thin as paper, translucent with sharp pointed edges. 

A further examination revealed the fact that the small amount 
of water the pump was receiving at the time the search was being 
made came through the lower or down stream side of tho strainer, 
this being the only point at which the pipe could be readwd. 
Here there was but little ice. vVhen these facts were ascertained 
the committee thought they had solved tho problem and conlll 
apply a remedy. It was to enclose tho strainers except a part 
of the clown stream side so as to prevent these floating particles 
from collecting on and around it. To do this a large piece of can-

n 
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vas was prepared of suitable size and firmly fastened by the cliYc1· 
around the S]Jiles which, with the platform, completely covered and 

encircled the strainers, except on the down stream side. This 

was but completed when the weather became colder. During 

the night the thermometer indicated seYeral degrees below the 

freezing point, and before daylight the engine stopped for want of 

water. 

Another descent was made immediately and the important fact 

ascertained that with the temperature of the atmosphere at 29' 

the water at the surbce \Vfl.S :33' and at the bottom of the river 

3:> 0

• At this descent much less ice was found on the stra.iner and its 

surroundings than the first time. The lower side was dear but 

on tho upper side the action of the current ha.cl wo1·n the ice into 

elongttted cones pointing up st1·en.m. About three hours after the 

cliver again descended (then110meter 3:) 0

) and founcl the ice entire

ly gone. The submerged platform was removed, and no further 

trouble was experienced until the river ice "began to move, when 

it was again repeated with the thermometer at 16', and the com

mittee concluding their Yaluable Report say that " by the aiel of 

" the submarine diver they have ascertained the fact that, at cer

" tain temperatures, these ice prwt-icles are eTcr p1·esent in tlte ?·iuT 

"and are continuously passing down by the action of the current, 

"and whatever obstructions they meet with, in thc,ir passage, 

"they collect upon. This being the case we recommend the com

" ing summer, the entire removal of ail spiles and other substances 

"adjacent to t.he strainers 1elieving that with nothing but the 

"smooth dome for these particles to lodge upon tlw quantity that 

"will accumulate cannot very seriously <effect the flow of water to 
"the inlet pipe." 

I am not sure that the recommendation of the committee w;;s 

carried ou~t, yet I have reason to believe that it was, ancl also that 

the removing of the "spiles," &c., cliclnot secm·c complete c·:.:rcmp

tion from interrnption, n.s I fincl in sul,HeqneHt reports desc1·iptions 

giveo.1 of fm·ther effol'tH nml clcviccH for on'JToming their ice difl!

culties, chief o.mong w hieh W;ts tltc extension of the inlet main 
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in a direction parallel with the bed of the river. This extension 
reached 20 feet abo,,e >tncl ::0 feet below (to right rmdleft as it 
were) of the principal 36 inch inlet pipe, and was perforatetl 
throughout its entire length, a.s fm· as its surfaces were exposed, 
with closely set three-quarter inch holes--the diameter of the holes 
in the original stminers having been half inch. 

In ttdL1ition to this lateral extension of the strah1ers a gate was 
also pbced a,t the encl of the direct inlet main to be opened when 
the holes in the laterals were choked ancl admit the water without 
stmining. This gate was worked fmm the shore end by a chain 
or wire rope placed inside the inlet pipe, tmd•its c~imensions were 
:l x 4 Ol' twelve squa,re feet. It ttppears to have answered fairly 
well, but did not admit the quantity of water it shoultl have clone 
in consequence of its area having been reduced by icc mlhering to 
it~ frame work; aml an additional gate was recommended as a 
remetly for this reLluetion of area. I have written to :Mr.Eclward, 
tho engineer in charge of the Detroit works, for ful'ther informa
tion which will be submitted as soon as received. 

JY[oNTRI~AL llrLs suifere•J more ft·om anchor ice-or frctsil as it is 
culled there-tlum either of the places named, but not in the same 
way : rmd her experience fot· this reason had no warniug value to 
om·selves nor any of the cities ni\111C.l1, as ·will appear by the fol
lowing brief H~atement of facts. 

The Montreal IV <1ter IN orks; as they now exist were pla,nnecl by 
Thomas C. KeefCJ·, Esq., C. E., nml went into opern.tion in the 
bllo£18:16. Wate1· pm.ver is used toforcethe w;1.tcr into a 
reservoir pln.ced on the " slope of the mountain" about :20+ feet 
,~,bove City cla,tum or 1 G6 feet ftbove the level of the water at the 

pumping station. 

Tho water for City usc and to work the pumps is taken from 
the St. Lawrence above tho Lachine mpicl~, and i~ brought to the 
wheel house by au open canal or aqumluct which is about G miles 
lung, 8 feet dee]', aml 40 feet wide, at the water line, with an ill
c.lination or f,i,]J of ;Lbout :2t inches per mile, 
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The maximum capacity of the works as originally designed waR 
5,000,000 gallons daily, and so long as the aqueduct was freejrom 
ice they were fully able for this duty. In the winter season, how
ever, their capacity was reduced to about 3,000,000 gallons, 
through the contraction of the channel by anchor ice washed from 
the St. Lawrence into the aqueduct. 

This ice trouble began with the new works and was an annual 
one but was not always equally SeVtl'e. v~arious expedients were 
tried to overcome it but without beneficial effect. Piers were 
built at the entrance to the aqueduct to stop its insidious approach, 
and afterwards removed, when found to be useless, and men and 
gunpowder had to be employed every winter at the entrance to 
keep it open and serviceable. 

So long as the demand for water did not exceed 3,000,000 gal
lons per day the supply waR maintained ; but in 1859 (:3 years 
after the works had been opened) the supply to the reservoir had 
to be cut off and the water sent directly into the mains for City 
usP. This was clone that the water in the reservoir might be n:

tainecl for fire purposes which could be done by shutting off only, 
as the daily draft exceeded the diminished capacity of the pumps. 

"These troubles," says the superintending engineer (Mr.Lasage) 
" went on increasing every winter, so much so that in tho ye:u 
"1862, 186:3 and 1866 water puncheons had to l)e resorted to in 
''order to supply the citizens." In 1868 a steam engine was 
erected to "save the City from another water famine," and in 
1872 a second one was put up for winter use, tho consumption 
having risen to G,ti 15,000 gallons per day. But as tho cost of. 
pumping by water power is greatly less than by steam the rates 
in Montreal being as $3.41 to $25.00 for each million of gallons 
pbced in the reservoir, lt contract was made in 1873 for a new 
ancl much larger aqueduct at an estimate cost of about $1,850,
) 93.00. 

The action of the ice and frazil on the old aqueduct is thus des
criLed by Mr. Keefer in ~t report made to the water works com
mittee in 1869 : "Tho difficulties," he says, "arise from two causes 



"viz.: rapid fluctuations in the \Yinter leYel of the St. Lawrence, 
"and that peculiar form of ice known as frazil, which is derived 
" from the bottom instead of the surface, and therefore floats under
" neath instead of upon the same level with other ice. The flue
" tuations increase the thickness of the aqueduct ice, from abo'Ve
" the frazil from below. The former cause the ice-cold currents of 
"the river to rise suddenly and flow over the frozen surface of the 
'!aqueduct immediately thickening and weighing clown the ice in 
" the latter, then hy as sudden a fall to still further depress this 
"ice, so that by mid-winter (with the steady reduction of the 
"average surface of the river in addition) the water way unde1· 
"the aquecluct ice is so diminished that, in order to supply the 
" wheels a rapid under current sets in, ln·inging in frazil 
"in great abundance until the passage is nearly or quite choked 
" up. 'Vhen this result takes place, if the wheels continue nm
" ning they rapidly empty the aqueduct below the obstruction, 
" letting down the ice almost or quite to the bottom, thus bringing 
" :1hout a state of things inemedi<tble so long as the cold weather 
"lasts. Difficulties have increased itS the demand for additional 
" pumping power increased and the remedy has been too long de
" layed." 

From the foregoing htief desctiption of the ice troubles of 
Montreal it will be seen thttt they differ materiaJly from those of 
Chicago, Cleveland and Detroit-though much tl1e same in prin
ciple; and shew that the insidious influence of tllG anchor icc or 
fmzil was underestimated Ly the unquestionably able engineer 
who planned and executed the works and by the still more emi
nent gentlemen who were consultedprofessionally before their con
struction W<tS Legun by the City of Montreal. 

It was believed that more or less ice trouble would be met witL, 
:tB must necessarily he the case in all northern latitudes but no 
one anticipated what really did take place. The formation of 
"fmzil" as well as its subsequent movements and aggregations 
appea1· still to be involved in some degree of mystery and do not 
seem to follow the onlim~ry bws of freezing as generally umler

stood. 
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Having notic8ll at some length the troublesome and treacherous 
character of this form of ice, and the efforts that hctve been ma(le 
in various ways to overcome it, a few remarks in relation to the 

Views held by Scientists 
in relation to its formation, may not be out of place nor altogether 
void of interest. 

It almost seems incredible that ice should be found at twenty
five (~:5) feet below the surface of open water, and that it should 
be aggregt~ted <end massed, at that rlepth, into a mouml or pyramid 
ten feet high and fifteen feet wide :ct the base ; that it should lJo 
found lining with great uniformity the interior surface of subter
ranean water courses, raising suddenly the levels of lakes and 
rivers and causing them to ov01·How more rapidly th<Cn in onlin:tl'Y 
floods-stopping the inflow to large culverts, placed 20 feet or 
more below the water level, and blocking an open canal with a 
constant cmrrent flowing through it (as ttt Montreal,) lmt the cYi
clence i.s complete and irresistible. 

Scientists are divided in opinion <tS to the moJns openmch of 
nature in making and working with anchor ice. The conditions 
under which it is found appear to be wonderfully uniform, wher
ever it is met with, :1ml agree exactly with those that prevailOll 
here on the night of the ~2nd ult., viz. : open w;cter, clouded by 
day, clear by night, high wind ancl thermometer ranging from lio 
to l8o or :40 cleg1·ees ~~bove zero. Under these conditions anchor 
ice ht~s interrupted again ancl again, as we ltaYe seen, some of tho 
noblest water supplies of America, and engineering skill ::mel 
scirontific research lmve failed, as yet to find a pel'fect cure. 

Professor Douglas, of :Michigan University, when applied to by 
the water authorities of Detroit attempted to explain the phen
omena "upon the prineiple of \Vells' well known" and ac
knowledged theory of the fom1ation of clew, ,-iz.: lJy radiation" 
clear water he sttirl "being to a great extent transcalent (permitting 
"the p<1Ssago' of ho<tt) would not intenupt tho c:cloric from below 
"from rising >tWllxtssing into the air ahoYo, when tlw surface water 
"isopen and below thefrce;;ing point. Nor would the depth (2Fl 
"feet) nffect it, for it is well known (said the Professor) that caloric 
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" that has been transmitted through one layer of ;t transcalent 
"medium will be transmitted through n.ny number of laym·s; the 
"l}cys of the sun would also convey heat through tho wr1ter to tl1e 
" pipe (a goOLl absorber of caloric) aml these would clissipttto the 
" icc. As soon as the ice forms on the river all radiation and trans
" mission of caloric woulcl be 11topped by the interscalency of tho 
" icc," and from this rectsoning he aclvisecl the placing of " three or 
" four large scow.3 or timber rafts directly over the pipe to intercept 
" the her1t radiated therefrom as well a~ from the surTounding 
"water" ~end send it back again to tl1e source from whence it came. 

This opinion was endorsed by Profess01· J olm F. Frazer and the 
Joumal of the Franklin Institute, (Philadelphia) but it was not 
satisfactory to the late Professor Hemy, the Superintendent and 
scientific hettd of the Smithsonitm Institute, (\Vc1shington.) 
Ground or anchor ice he sc1id in a letter addressed to Professor 
Douglas was a "puzzle to physicists." The radiation '"xplanation 
wc1s one which readily suggested itself to such as were familiar 
with the experiments of Dr. \Vell:o, and was generally adopted 
previous to the resec1rches of ~ialloni, (an Italia.n stwant) who had 
HhOWll intensity WCiS inte·rruptefl UJJ tfte thinnest sheet of water. 
This it will be observed is in direct opposition to the view held by 
Professor Douglas that clear water was a transcalent medium and 
would transmit heat through any numbe1· of la.yers. Professor 
Henry inclined to the theory of Arago, who held that anchor ice 
wasfonnecl when the water at the smface 'II'((S cooled below the poiJ!t 

of congellation wul by the mot1:on of the st·ream was urm~ght i111o 

contact with cc solid body at the uottom which ctcting as a mc.clev..s of 
crystcdiza.tion immediately cleterm·ined its solidification: but yet h· 
thought the whole subject required further elucidation. 

Jttnles B. Fnmcis the celebrated hydraulic engineer and Super
intendent of the locks and can<1lB at Lowell, Mass., holds similar 
views to Henry <'tnd Amgo in regard t0 the formation of this des· 
cription of iee n.ml in a deeply interesting paper published on this 
subject a few years ago, g<we an array of facts, in l1is own experi
ence, which secmerl to pnt the matter beyond discussion and shew 



i.:onc1usively that the mrliation theory of Prof. :Dougias Was ntl
tenablc. A few extracts from this paper may he worthy of pPr

mmJ. 
"Anchor ice," Mr. Francis says, ';is an aggrega.tion of small 

" crystals or needles of ice, forming in water a spongy mass easily 
"penetrated with any hanl substance. It is frequently found 
"adhering in large quantities to the bottom and sides of water 
" channels both open and covered. In clear weather, as the sun 
" approaehcs the meridian masses of anchor ice often rise from the 
"bottom of the open channels and float ofl; sometimes with earth 
" and small stones adhering. It is p?·oclttced in the g1·ea.test ctbun
" dance in cold, clem·, windy nights. It unquestionably o?·iginateH 
"at the stt?jace of the wetter, the necessary conditions being that 
" the water shmtlcl be at the freezing tempentttwe, the air below that. 
"point and the surface of the water agitated, either by a current 
" or by the wind. In its first st,tges the ice is in small detaehecl 
"needles or crystals; if there is little or no current this icc ac
" cumulates at the surface and finally consolidates into a sheet; 
"if the current is too strong to permit this, portions of it accumu
" late at the surface and finally consolidates into a sheet; if the 
"current is too strong to permit this, portions of it accumula.tcs, 
" in the spongy masses and float along at or below the surface, 
"their specific gravity differing but little from that of water. In 
"a current of water there is a constant intermixture of the water 
"at different depths producing n. uniform temperature all depths 
" and tending to distribute uniformly foreign matter helel in sus
" pension. The smaJl crystaJs of a.nchor ice found at the surface 
" come down by means of this intermixture and distribute through_ 
"out the whole depth of the stream much- in the same manner as 
" on.rthy matters are carried along in suspension by currents. 
"These crystals have a strong tendency to adhere to each other or 
" to any other solid bocly they may come in contact with. The 
" mlherEoncc can only take place by freezing, and here" says Mr. 
" Francis, " lies the mystery of anchor icc. How can water be
" come icc without a loss of heat 1 
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tl it aJheres ttl §nrfaces of stone and wood tlVei• which \\Tater ii:l 
" nmning with a considet•abie velocity, in some cases exceeding 20 
" feet per second and growing up under this rapid current at the 
"rate of an inch an honr. !t is clearly not dependent upon 
" radiation in the manner Dr. Wells has shown clew to be formed 
" for we find the piers of bridges and the interim· surfaces of sub
" terranean water courses, where there can be no loss of heat by 
"radiation, covered with anchor ice." 

Respecting the formation of this ice Mr. F. remarks, by way of 
suggestion, that it "commences to form at the surface of water 
"agitated either by a current or by the wind. The water being 
"at the temperature of 32o Fah., and the air at a lower tempera
" ture heat passes from the water to the air equivalent to the 
"formation of a certain amount of ice; the water being agitated 
" and the ice in minute crystals, the latter become mixed with the 
" water before all the ice due to the loss of heat is formed ; and 
" although the crystals are removed from the further loss of heat 
" they will continue to enlarge until an equilibrium is attained. 
" The amount of ice formed after the crystals leave the surface 
" may be very small but still be sufficient to oause them to adhere, 
"when by means of the current they are brought in contact with 
" each other or with any other solid at the freezing temperature." 

He also notes the fact that on drawing the wa.ter out of a sub
terranean water course he had found the interior surface of the 
channel coated with anchor ice, with great uniformity and sym
metry and several inches in thickness and says it must have fanned 
before it entered the subterranean channel and subsequently 
adhered. 

Again as an instance of the sudden trouble which may arise 
from anchor ice and of the exceptional circumstances under which 
it is found at times, he relates an experience he had in December, 
1863, when the ice which covered the river was carried out by a 
heavy rain. The rain storm occurred on the 13th and 14th of 
the month named, (December) and in the night between the 15th 
and 16th the wind was high from the Northwest; anchor ice 

c 



making freely with the thermometer at 3(1
6

• At 13 .A. M. o~ the 
16th the wind was fresh and the thermometer at 2Go, the anchor 
ice forming very freely. The water wheel for moving the sluice 
gates of the N01·thern Canal could not be started on account of 
anchor ice having choked up the outfall through which the water is 
drawn. No anchor ice is ever found at this wheel when the river 

i~ frozen over. 

The unusual amount of anchor ice at this time forming at such 
a high temperature was attributed to the high wind and rapid 
current in the river and the great extent of open water above the 
dams, on which anchor ice could form. Part of the ice thus 
formed passed into the canals when it adhered to the sides of the 
water courses and orifices greatly obstructing the flow 
of the water. And Mr. Francis concludes his exceedingly inter
esting and valuable paper by remarking that the circumstances 
attending the formation of ice at Detroit do not appear to differ 
in any essential particular from that attending the formation of 
anchor ice at Lowell. The depth of 25 feet at which the ice was 
formed at Detroit is greater than it is found at Lowell, where 
nolne of the Canals exceed .20 feet in depth and are generally 10 
feet or less. If however they were 25 feet deep we should expect 
anchor ice to gather at the bottom of them pretty much as it doef) 
now if the sttr:face remained unfrozen. 

But it may not be necessary to dwell longer on this point as the 
scientific aspects of the question are of less direct importance, to 
us than the facts themselves which may be briefly summarized as 
follows, viz.: ( 1) That ice will and does form in open water under 
certain meteorological conditions ; (2) that at such times it is found 
floating in fine particles at various depths from the surface; (3) 
tlmt it adheres readily to all solid bodies with which it comes in 
contact; ( 4) that it grows or aggregates rapidly when once it has 
secured a <!entre of crystalization; (5) that it not infrequently 
closes submerged culverts and water courses as well as open canals 
and aqueduct£; (G) that the conditions most favorable to its rapid 
fonnation are open Wl1ter at or below freezing, a sky clouded by 
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day and clear by night, a high wind and an air temperature rang- . 
ing from about five degrees to 20 degrees above zero; (7) that it , 
seldom forms in bright sunshine, but on the contrary is often ·· 
loosened by this influence and is seen to rise in masses to the 
surface; (H) that it is less troublesome when the mercury is at or : 
below zero than at higher temperature, and (9) that the trouble. 
ceases as soon as the surface of the water is firmly frozen over. 

As the surface of our reservoir is now firmly frozen over there 
is no likelihood of a recurrence of the trouble during the present 
winter, unless, indeed a sudden thaw and freshet should reopen 
the pond and carry away the ice, which is not a,t all probable. It 
becomes us however to look to the future, to consider well our po
sition in the light and danger of thi~! new experience, and see what 
can be done, in reason, to overcome or reduce to a minimum tho 
inconvenience and risk that come of such untimely interruptions 
as we had in November. It is true the like may not happen again 
for another forty ( 40) years and more, but of this we have uo 
assurance ; and it should be no matter of surprise if the same 
thing occurred again in less than twelve months. Some sugges
tions have been made with a view to this which are mo:·e or less 
worthy of consideration. 

It has been said that the care-taker at the reservoir should be 
placed in communication with the engineer's office by means of 
telephone or telegraph. Such an arrangement might be useful on 
many occasions when work was being done or immediate informa-
tion required, as in freshet times, of the state of the reservoir and 
waste way, but I do not think it would have averted the recent 
accident; as the care-t;tker had no reason to believe that anchor 
ice was being formed, and found at 5 p. m.,-an hour only before 
the stoppage took place-the usual height or depth of water in the 
Gate House well. 

Such a line of communication would have been of great service 
however, had it existed when the interruption occured and would 
have saved some three or foU1" lwurs of valuable time, which was 
spent in searching for the cause. This in itself is a weighty point 
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in favor of the suggestion and should commend it strongiy to your 
approval. 

As there are no telegraphic wires on either of the Loch Lomond 
l'oads, the whole cost of constructiol!. as well as of maintaining and 
working would have to be borne, for the present at least, by the 
·water Dapartment. Mr. Robinson, of the Western Union Tele
graph Co., estimates the first outlay at about $500.00 and the 
annual working and maintaining at about $50.00, exclusive of 
labor, but both estimates, the last especially, are only approximate. 

A Second Gate House 

has also been suggested ; and this, no doubt, would have b€en a 
valuable auxiliary had it existed and beenfreefrorn ice. The last 
named condition would have depended, however, on its position 
and whether it was exempt from the physical influences which 
destroyed for a time the usefulness of the present one. Had they 
lJCen near one another, that is to say placed anywhere in the dam 
or in the cove that leads to the waste way, there is reason to be
lieve that both would have been affected alike-as the open, 
agitated water extended along the whole front of the dam as well 
as into the waste way cove. 

To understand this properly it may be necessary to explain, that 
there was first, immediately outside of the clam, a strip of thin 
shell ice which adhered to the face of the embankment and fol
lowed the shore line into the cove as shewn on the accompanying 
sketch; (see Sheet No. 3) next a body of open water about 100 
feet or more wide, and beyond this again ice or frozen water, 
which covered the greater part of the reservoir. The open water 
was kept from freezing, though its temperature was doubtlessly 
below 32o, by the gusty gale which had been blowing from the 
night of the 20t.h, and remained open until the wind began to 
subside on the 23rd. 

A Gate House placed at a point protected from this fierce wind 
an'd feel from ice covered water, would probably have remained 
open, and proved of great service in restoring the supply, but I 
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do not know where it could have been placed on such a night to 
have guaranteed its usefulness. Nor is it customary to have more 
than one main inflow from a service reservoir to a Gate House 
even where anchor ice is almost an annual visitant, as the physical 
influences which would destroy the one would be almost certain to 
destroy the other at the same time. 

From the foregoing consich.rations and the further facts that the 
construction of a new Gate House-with inflow and outflow cul
verts-would be a work of no small difficulty and danger, and 
ca,use probably, some considerable interruption to the water supply 
of the City and Portland, I could not advise its being undertaken 
at present, nor until there is, at least, a reasonable prospect of its 
being a substantial improvement when completed. And I might 
also add that, from an engineering standpoint, it is always con
sidered prudent to have as few openings as possible in reservoir 
embankments like ours; as every such opening made for pipe or 
culvert is more or less a point of weakness. 

The present Gate House is greatly smaller than it should be 
n.nd inconvenient in many ways, but its inlet culvert is large and 
capacious. It was built by the Water Company in the fall of 
1849, when the present works were established on Little River
from plans furnished by George H. Bailley, Civil Engineer, Boston 
-and has been allowed to remain as originally built, from the 
difficulties which stood in the way of its reconstruction or en
largement. This question was fully considered by the able 
engineers Messrs. Slade and McKean, who were consulted in 185G 
on the best mea.ns of improving our then water supply; and the 
reasons which then prevailed against doing anything still exist, 
viz.: the lengthy interruption it would probably occasion to the 
water supply, and the unforeseen difficulties and dangers that would 
arise from opening and closing the old embankment-now so 
strongly and thoroughly consolidated. Had we, however, a con
nection with Loch Lomond I woulJ strongly urge an enlargement 
of. the present Gate House or the construction of a new one 
altogether; but until this long anticipated and much required ex-
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tension is made it would not be prudent to attempt any radical 
change in connection with the present Gate House arrangement on 
Little River. 

Another suggested security against a total deprivation of water 
as took place so suddenly on the 22nrl ultimo, is an additional 

Service Reservoir 

capable of containing not less than one week's supply, and as much 
more as possible. This is certainly a most desirable thing, could a 
suitable site for the same be obtained in the immediate neighbor
hood of the City, a'lld the cost of construction not too great, as it 
scarcely could be, measured by the magnitude of the inconvenience, 
of the loss and of the danger that follow a day's suspension, even, 
of our ordinary water supply. This I have recommended in form
er reports and when doing so on one occasion summarised the ad
vantages that would accrue as follows, viz.:-

"Before quitting this division of my report, I consider it my 
"duty to press earnestly on your attention the necessity of having 
"an intermediate reservoir constructed at an early clay, the site 
" suitable for which is known to you. It may be true that at 
"present it is not much wanted and that if no accident happen to 
"Little River reservoir, or the mains that lead from thence to the 
"City, it may not be required for some years; but without one 
"the City supply is not as safe nor as perfect as it should bE:. 
" We have no guarantee of immunity from accident any more 
" than others, and, in the meantime, did any serious casualty be
" fall, or circumstances necessj_tate the emptying and cleaning of our 
" present reservoir the City would be at once deprived of water 
"until the defect was repaired, whether it took a day, a week, or a 
" month. 

"In the water supply of a City nothing should be left to hazard. 
" Everything should be perfect and if possible duplicated to such 
" an extent aR to render interruption for any lengthened period 
" impossible. 'Vhat is clone, is well clone, but not extensive 
"enough. A reservoir of the kind proposed, capable of contain-



I< ing tltree or /our Weeks' supply, is still wantec1 and is a nec~ssai·y 
"appendage to works like ours, without which they are not com
" plete ; as there is a daily risk which it is not prudent to continue 
" only for the shortest time possible. 

"The consequences involved in a lengthened interruption to the 
" usual water supply of the City are serious to contemplate ; and 
" without regard to domestic and manufacturing convenience, 
" might entail a direct loss by fire, in a few hours upon the City, 
"far beyond the whole cost of the work contemplated. 

" But without regard to accident an intermediate reservoir must 
"sooner or later be built. Without it our present reservoir can 
" never be properly cleaned; and it is to be expected from the 
" uncleared, peaty nature of the . collecting ground that a time is 
"coming when it will be absolutely necessa.ry for the purity of the 
" water to empty this reservoir and remove the accumulated 
" vegetable matt~r which is brought down in great quantity by 
" every flood. 

" No doubt from the grade adopted in laying the 24 inch main, 
" water would find its way into the City although the greater part 
" of the present head was removed ; but it shoul(l be borne in 
" mind, that were it necessary, for any cause, to empty the reser
" voir and clean it, the discharging and supplying water must be 
"conveyed to the Gate House, through the same culvert and it 
" would become so riled and contaminated with vegetable n,nd 
"other organic substances, washed up and carried about by the 
" effiuent current, that in all probability it would be quite unfit 
"for use. 

"An intermediate reservoir would, it must be readily perceived, 
"not only give great additional safety to the City, but allow the 
"mains and stop cocks to be properly flushed and leisurely ex
" amined and repaired whenever necessary ; it would also allow 
" the reservoir to be emptied and cleaned as often as occasion re
" quired ; and when the time came, as come it must, that the 
" draft on the mains by day was more than they could furnish, 
" this reservoir woulLl be an equalizer and regulator of the flow, 
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i' storing the iiiirpius by night to meet the extra demand by day; 
" and by this means securing a better general head than other

" wise could be had. 
" From these considerations, I think it very desirable that some 

" initiatory steps should be taken before long for the promotion of 
"this most desirable object." ( Repo?'t 1862, 1864 aud 1867.) 

The site referred to above as suitable for an intermediate reser
voir in connection with our Little River system of supply, is on 
the Wilson farm, near the upper end of what is called by some the 
" Trafton Valley," to the eastward of the old Westmorland roac1. 
(See sheet No. ft..). By the erection of an embankment across the 
lower end of this valley, a reservoir could be constructed which 
would have a water surface when full of about eighteen acres, and 
an average dapth of about ten fGet. 

The bottom of this ~·eservoir would be on about the same level 
as that of our present .Leinster Street reservoir and its capacity 
would be equal to about one week's supply at our present rate of 
consumption. The maximum surface level would be about 140 
feet ~bove City datum, or 20 feet below that of Little River reser
voir. To bring the water to the City a main or mains of suitable 
size would have to be laid between its outlet and the aboidean. 
I have not made any estimate of the probable ccst, but it would 
exceed considerably that of an extra gate house and pipe chamber. 
It would, however, be a much more valuable auxiliary in case of 
accident and greatly more so in case of fire. But the pressure at 
best would be low and diminish with the draft, when the latter 
was taken from the impounded water alone; as it would neces
sarily be when the supply was cut off as on the 22nd ultimo. But 
allowing for this defect it would still be of incalulable value as a 
supplementay supply when other sources failed. 

In view of a probable extension to Loch Lomond at an early 
clay it may not be thought immediately necessary to construct this 
reservoir, but in reference to this, it may be said that although we 
had our mains extended to Loch Lomond, and had a high and low 
service supply in full operation, this reservoir would still be a 
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vaiuable appendage to our water supply, and particularly to the 
low service, to which it would really belong. 

Before leaving this subject it may be proper to remark that 
some of the advantages claimed for an intermediate reservoir, in 
the extracts given above, such as the flushing and repairing of 
mains and stop cocks, were secured in 1873 when the 24 inch pipe 
was laid from the aboidean to Little River. 

Besides the foregoing the connecting of 

Lily Lake 

with our present reservoir has been suggested for fire and other 
purposes. 

The value of this lake for city use was fully tested by the old 
water company previous to removing their works to Little River, 
in 1850-the water supply of the City having been drawn from 
this source for upwards of thirteen (1i)) years. 

It is deficient in elevation as well as in storage capacity and 
drainage area, and its water is greatly inferior to that of Little 
River for domestic and manufacturing purposes. 

The surface water of this lake is about eighty (80) feet above 
City datum, while the bottom of our Leinster street reservoir is 
one hundred and twenty-three (123) orjo1·ty-three (4:3) feet higher 
than the surface water of the lake. 

When this lake was used by the old water company, the supply 
, of water for the City, was pumped into the Leinster street reser
voir three or four times a week, and doled out daily between the 
hours of 6 and 8 A. 1\I. For 22 hours out of the 24 the water was 
shut oft; unless an alarm of fire was given, when the reservoir had 
to be opened and the pipes filled before any could be got for its 
suppression from the City fire plugs. The daily demand was then 
about 2fi,OOO gallons, now it is more than two hundred times that 
quantity-and even then in dry seasons this lake was barely able 
to furnish the small supply required of it. Its capacity and 
elevation could be raised to some extent byraising the dam at its 

D 
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outlet, but not sufficiently so to put any part of its water into the 
Leinster street reservoir by gravitation. 

To make the water of this lake useful therefore, as a short time 
supply, in fire seasons, or when other sources failed, extensive 
pumping works would have to be erected and maintained in a 
constant state of readiness ; and such mechanical arrangements 
made as would shut off, entirely, the ordinary supply from Little 
River, when the water of this lake was being used by pumping 
directly into the distributing mains, as in the Holly and Waterous 
systems ; or a return be made to the old practice of pumping into 
and distributing f1'om this old reservoir. 

In the first named (that is pumping directly into the mains) the 
pressure in case of fire could be run up to any desired point, with 
Little River and Leinster street reservoir shut off, but the sudden 
jerky strain which would be hurriedly placed on house fittings as 
well as main and service pipes would be very destructive to such 
as were weak and worn and cause no small inconvenience and ex
pense to water takers. This would be avoided of course by pump
ing as of old into the Leinster street reservoir, but in that case 
the general pressure would be less than it now is. 

The water of this lake would be a valuable acquisition to our 
present system, on special occasions, could it be pumped into a 
la1·ge rese1·voir, as has been proposed, in opposition to direct pump
ing, elevated 200 feet or more above City datum, or say from 120 
to 140 feet higher than its present surface level. 

A reserve reservoir in a position of this kind, kept constantly 
full and capable of containing a week's :supply or more would be a 
nice thing to have and be a great additional security in times of 
fit·e and in other exigencies, but an appendage of this kind built 
of stone or cut out of the solid rock would involve a very large 
outlay in addition to what would be required for pumps and en
gines j mains and gates and pressure regulators, &c., much more 
probably than the ratepayers of Saint John and Portland would 
be disposed to bear at the present time j with an extension to 
Loch Lomond still in abeyance. 
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Before concluding this Report, I would advise in view of our 
ecerit experience, 

lst. That one or more pipes be laid, as soon as practicable, from 
i'anch 0, on the new 24 inch main, (See Plan, Sheet No, 5 ), to 
b.e old paper mill sluice (marked D), and such arrangements made 
s may be necessary to secure a 
" 

Supplementary Supply 

n. case of other interruptions. By an arrangement of this kind 
hP- water would be taken, of course, from the surface of the pond 
[lld contain, probably, more suspended matter than it does when 
:rawn from a lower point ; but not to an extent to make it ob
ectionable, nor to cause uneasiness, as when the ground is frozen 
tard, as it necessarily would be under the conditions contemplated, 
.here would be little chance of much impurity being absorbed by 
;he water on its way to the reservoir. 

A connection of this sort would answer practically for a gate 
b_ouse so long as the inlet end of the sluice was free from ice and 
the surface level of the reservoir maintained ;"but the extent of 
its usefulness would be measured and limited to large extent by 
the last named circumstance. Both conditions were favorable on 
the night of the 22nd ultimo, and arrangements had been begun 
for making this connection with all possible speed when the ice 
yielded tt> our efforts and disappeared from Gate House and culvert. 

This work cannot be well done, however, at this season of the 
year, nor would it be advisable to attempt it before the spring 
time, if possible; but I propose to have the necessary pipes, &c., 
sent out as soon as the going is sufficiently good for this purpose, 
that they may be on hand and ready when wanted. I would also 
advise 

(2). That a careful and continued series of observations be 
made at stated hours daily on the 

Temperature of the Water 

in the Gate House at and below its surface level-on the air of 
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the Gate House and on the open air outside of the same ; also on 
the sky noting its degree of clouding and the general force and 
direction of the wind. 

Such observations may not amount to much, practically, but if 
it be as stated by authorities on this subject that when anchor ice 
begins to form the water is at or below 32o Fah., the thermometer 
in observant hands will shew when this point is being approached, 
or reached, by the water in the gate house well and to this extent 
give notice of approaching danger; unless indeed the change, from 
the one state to the other, be extremely sudden, as there are good 
reasons for believing it is, at times, when the conditions are em
inently favorable. 

Observations of the kind suggested were commenced on the 
:33rd ultimo and have been continued since, but they are not as 
full nor as frequent as they should be when rElliable stationary 
instruments are receive<} and placed, ready for use. The ther
mometer used in this work should be accurate and trustworty in 
every way, as without this the observations would be absolutely 
useless. I have failed, so far, to find self-registering instruments 
of this character in the City and think they will have to be order
ed from some maker of standing; such as N egrette and Zambra, 
or Cassela of Lo~don, England. 

(3). In addition to the thermal observations just noted I would 
recommend another class of observations having for their object 
the 

Early Detection of Ice 

when it begins to form and float about in the water waiting as it 
were for something to cling to. The Detroit divers you will re
collect saw in their winter descent " large quantities of minute 
crystals of ice" float in the water far below its surfact, and Mr. 
Francis says that these crystals have a strong tendency to adhere 
to each other and to any other solid body they may come in contact 
with." 

Now what I propvse to do is to immerse in the gate house well 
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a box fitted with iron shelves inside and pierced on the· outside 
for the admission of water as a nucleus or artificial centl'e of 
accretion to which the ice may adhere, if present, and by the with
drawal of which it may be brought to the surface anti discovered. 

This box, or ice detector as it may be called, I would have ex
amined three or four times a day during the winter season, and 
hourly or oftener when the conditions under which the anchor ice 
is known to form prevailed, 

I do not know that this or the thermal observations suggested 
will prove of much practical value, but as the responsibilities are 
great and our opportunities ample for putting to proof the tests 
proposed, they are worthy, at least, of a trial whether they succeed 
or not. Both are but experiments; the success or failure of which 
it may take years to determine should succeeding seasons prove 
unfavorable to the formation of anchor ice, as I sincerely hope 
they will. 

(4). The only other suggestion I have now to make in reference 
to the future is that a 

Raft of Suitable Size 

be made and moored early next winter over the outlet end of the 
inlet culvert, not so much with a view to stop radiation and pre
vent the making of anchor ice as to give a means of access to it, 
should it exist, and an opportunity of starting it with bars or such 
other tools as may be found best fitted for the work of loosening. 
During the recent stoppage a raft had to be made and launched 
for this purpose which necessarily occupied considerable time. 

Another subject which is worty of consideration-not only in 
relation to total suspensions of supply-but also with reference to 
a more efficient protection of the higher parts of the City is that of 

Street Tanks for Fire Service 

placed at such points as in the judgment of the fire department of 
Saint John and Portland they would be most serviceable. Ar
rangements of this kind exist in New York, in Boston, in Chicago, 
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in Detroit and in many other places in addition to fire hydrants 
al'ld are maintained with as much care. 

Their usefulness would be measured of course by the quantity 
of water they contained but in the case of a total suspension as 
on the night of the 22nd ultimo, an hour's supply even might 
prove of incalculable value in arresting the progress of a newly 
discovered fire. 

Some of the old welh; that formerly existed in the City-such 
as that on the northern side of King Square-should be cleaned 
out and reserved for wor~ of this kind. This is a matter of no 
small importance and should not be overlooked by the proper 
authorities. 

The above recommendations it may be remarked are sub
stantially the same as were made in my Reports of 11:164 and 1865. 

Respectfully submitted, 

GILBERT MURDOCH, 
Supt. S. and W. Works. 
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